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Dick rallies to Kelvin Thomson’s cry:
“Down with Australia!”

D

ick Smith says he has a million reasons Aussies
should work out ways to eliminate each other,
but if you’re thinking of signing up, beware—even his
millionaire mate John Singleton said, “if I know Dick,
no-one’s gunna get the million dollars … there’ll be so
many conditions I wouldn’t bother entering.”
Nevertheless, it’s not an issue Dick’s pushing lightly—he’s the latest and loudest recruit to the campaign
of Kelvin Thomson and the Australian Conservation
Foundation (ACF) to depopulate Australia; “I’m a
disciple of Kelvin Thomson,” he told Channel 10’s 9th
August The 7pm Project. To see the ACF at work turn
over the page.
(And in what appears to be the first-ever case of
paid advertising on the ABC, Dick Smith has paid part
of the production costs for the doco the ABC will air
about his campaign on Thursday night.)
Founded in 1963 by the cranky old coot—Prince
Philip—whose fantasy is to be reincarnated as an Ebolatype virus to exterminate people, the ACF in recent
years spun off Sustainable Population Australia (SPA)
to spearhead a campaign to get rid of Australians.
Open about its desire to “reduce” the population,
SPA advocates a Chinese-style one child policy as one
method to achieve it.
The ALP Member for Wills, Kelvin Thomson, works
closely with SPA, and encourages Australians to join
SPA as members; Thomson’s pet mantra—that we
can’t reduce our carbon footprint without reducing
the number of footprints—echoes SPA’s stated goal.
Thomson, who stars in Dick’s doco, has also thrown
his weight behind the ACF’s campaign to lobby Environment Minister Peter Garrett—a former twotime president of the ACF—to legally classify human
population growth as a “key threatening process” to
biodiversity, under the same classification as feral cats
and cane toads.
Citizens Electoral Council leader Craig Isherwood,
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Thomson’s main opponent in the electorate of Wills
for the 21st August election, today declared that Dick
Smith, Kelvin Thomson and the ACF/SPA are preying
on the people, literally.
“Australians are being circled by this pack of vultures, who would be happy if a whole chunk of the
population just died off,” he said. “The only word for
public policy based on that worldview is genocide.”
Craig continued, “They are preying on the public’s
ignorance about how human society functions. Contrary to 40 years of Royal-funded greenie propaganda,
human beings are not animals with a set population
limit, or carrying capacity.
“Rather, as measurable by Lyndon LaRouche’s concept of relative potential population density, our unique
creativity as human beings equips us to make scientific
discoveries of universal principles, which, when applied
to society through new technologies, enables us to
support a growing population at ever higher standards
of living—that is the history of the world.
“However,” he explained, “society only functions
this way if the government is truly committed to the
common good of the people, and invests in the longterm infrastructure and essential industries that meet
the people’s needs.
“As well, contrary to greenie lies, when human
society is organised this way, we are not a threat
to the environment, but the key force in organising the biosphere to higher modes of organisation
and power.” (To read this concept elaborated in
“NAWAPA from the standpoint of Biospheric development” go online http://cecaust.com.au/main.
asp?sub=articles&id=2010_08_05_biospheric.html)
Craig concluded,“By definition, the ‘overpopulation’
crowd believes that most of the children in the world
today should never have been born; if you, however,
believe your children deserve a decent future, join
the CEC.”
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Fill in this form to request a free copy of our “NAWAPA:
The Tennessee Valley Authority of the 21st Century”
DVD and articles such as “NAWAPA from the Standpoint of Biospheric Development”, call toll-free 1800
636 432 or send this coupon to: CEC, PO Box 376,
Coburg, Victoria, 3058 and leave ALL your details.
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